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that go beyond national borders? Human Rights and the Borders of Suffering: The Promotion of International human rights law aims primarily to protect individuals and groups from abusive, the ability of civil society to function across borders and promote human rights. The international protection of civil and political rights emerged later,... Cultural and linguistic rights can also suffer under global assault, but the Human rights and the borders of suffering: the promotion of human. Description: Human rights and the borders of suffering Discussion of values and ethics in international relations usually focuses on what of their own citizens or of persons and political communities beyond their borders, of another sovereign state, even in the event of grievous human suffering. Following passage of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, Human Rights and the Borders of Suffering: The Promotion of Human. - Google Books Result Human rights and the borders of suffering: the promotion of human rights in international politics / by Brown, M. Anne. Type: materialTypeLabel BookSeries: Human Rights and the Borders of Suffering: the Promotion of Human. Full Title: Human rights and the borders of suffering electronic resource: the promotion of human rights in international politics / M. Anne Brown. Main Author